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Loss Aversion –  
What is it and How Can 
it Affect Your Portfolio?

B Y  t e d  B r i d g e s  
In the last issue of the Bridge, we 
introduced the topic of behavioral finance, which 
is the study of the psychological side of investing: 
understanding the psychological factors that influence 
investors in the investment decision-making process. 

In this issue, we explore the concept of loss aversion, 
which is one of the most common and powerful 
phenomenon in the area of behavioral finance.

Research shows that most people tend to feel the pain of investment 
losses far more acutely than they enjoy investment gains. This effect 
leads many investors to inaccurately estimate both the probability 
and magnitude of expected returns when they evaluate investment 
choices. Loss aversion, the psychological factor that drives investors 
to make choices and decisions to minimize the pain of realizing 
losses, leads to irrational and suboptimal investment decisions.

Kahnemann and Tversky use the term “prospect theory” to explain 
the marked preference of many investors to make choices that are 
designed to avoid investment losses, even when those choices are 
illogical or irrational when viewed from a rational expected return 
standpoint. 

Prospect theory notes that many investors measure their “wealth” in 
terms of changes from a point of reference, instead of focusing on 
absolute changes in total market value. The utility of the portfolio is 
viewed in terms of “returns” instead of in terms of “market value.” 
Prospect theory is helpful in explaining why some investors are 
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there is  a  season.. .”  
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reluctant to realize losses in investments that have declined from their 
original cost, while at the same time being far quicker to take gains in 
investments that have appreciated from their original cost, apart from 
considerations of value or expected return.

In a sense, prospect theory and loss aversion explain why many investors 
consistently and repeatedly make self-defeating investment decisions. The 
perceived pain of possible losses (which is measured by research to be 
about twice that of the pleasure of possible gains) drives investors to be 
risk-averse when they should be risk-seeking, and vice versa.

How can investors overcome irrational “loss aversion” behavior within the 
investment process?

We believe there are several ways. First, we focus on identifying a risk-
adjusted expected return based on fundamental security analysis for 
each investment we are considering, whether that investment is being 
evaluated for purchase, or whether that investment is already held in the 
portfolio. A rigorous valuation approach reduces the risk of misperceiving 
expected returns by directing our focus to the factors that actually drive 
returns (i.e., growth in business value over time, current valuation, cash 
flow yield, etc.), and away from factors that have no bearing on future 
returns (i.e., historical cost basis). 

Second, we focus on changes in the value of an investment over time as 

Is Your Estate Plan Due 
For A “Checkup”?

— continued from page 1

B Y  B r i a n  r .  m i L e s  
A recent study published by the U.S. Trust division 
of Bank of America highlighted some common 
deficiencies in the estate plans of wealthy Americans. 
The study focused on survey responses from roughly 
450 affluent Americans – those with at least $3 million in investable 
assets excluding their primary residence. Surprisingly, the research 
suggested that while most of the respondents have taken action to develop 
their estate plans, many still have significant gaps. For instance:

• Although 88 percent of those surveyed have some elements 
of an estate plan in place, nearly half indicated that they 
don’t fully understand every aspect of their plan.

• Forty percent acknowledged that their plan is not 
comprehensive. For example, one in five do not have a 
living will, one in three do not have a durable power of 
attorney, and only 3 percent of business owners have a 
succession plan as part of their estate planning documents.

opposed to changes in price. It is possible 
that a security’s value can diminish even if its 
price declines, and it is possible for value to 
improve even though price has increased. By 
focusing on the intrinsic value of a security 
(i.e., by calculating the net present value of an 
investment by conservatively estimating the 
sum of its future cash flows) instead of focusing 
on changes in price from an arbitrary reference 
point (such as what we originally paid for the 
investment), we can reduce the chance of not 
selling poor performers and/or selling stronger 
performers too quickly.

Third, we consider portfolio value changes in terms of market value over time, as 
opposed to using changes in value from an arbitrary level (for example, marking 
from an interim market high or low point) to drive investment decisions.  
This approach reduces the risks inherent in “prospect theory,” and instead focuses 
us on managing to portfolio returns over a relevant time horizon with absolute 
returns, as opposed to relative returns, as the primary goal.

Loss aversion is a constant threat to investors because the psychological forces it 
exerts are strong. By being aware of loss aversion and by focusing on value instead 
of price to drive investment decisions, we can effectively mitigate the negative 
effects of loss aversion behavior on portfolio returns over time.  

• Most plans do not include a broader set of sophisticated 
solutions for the protection and transfer of wealth, such as 
revocable trusts, irrevocable trusts, life insurance trusts and 
charitable trusts.

• One quarter of the respondents felt that their heirs do 
not understand their wishes for how to divide personal 
possessions; despite this, roughly half have not documented 
their personal property or provided instructions for the 
disposition of their personal property.

The key takeaway – a comprehensive estate plan is a crucial but often 
overlooked component of your financial health, and it should be reviewed 
periodically to make sure that it still meets your needs. Please feel free to 
contact us if you have questions or concerns about your plan. We would 
welcome the opportunity to work with you and your other professional 
advisers to ensure that your estate plan fits your situation and accomplishes 
your goals.  
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Most of these strategies have several things in common. They increasingly rely on 
speed, with trade execution now being measured in milliseconds they also rely on 
large volume to be successful. These strategies are low-margin on a per-trade basis, at 
times only a fraction-of-a-penny per share is made as profit. The advantage that they 
have is the computers do not tire of placing the same trades over and over again, 
effectively collecting those fractions of a penny until they add up to nice profits for 
the firms running the programs. Again, this volume of trades normally serves to even 
out trading by reducing spreads and creating liquidity; defenders of high-frequency 
trading claim the practice lowers the overall volatility of the markets.

The concern over high-frequency trading comes about when the markets or 
even single securities begin to experience greater-than-normal volatility. Many 
of the programs mentioned above use vast amounts of publicly available data to 
instantaneously determine the direction of stock prices in the short term. When a 
stock or a market has an unexpected event that moves the price or volume materially 
in one direction or the other, the computer programs instantly factor that data into 
the model. The result can compound the move exponentially due to a short-term 
explosion in the volume of trades generated by the computer. 

In May of 2010, the stock of Procter and Gamble fell from just over $60 per share  
to under $40 per share over a period of two to five minutes. This was part of the 
“flash crash”. In this instance, a trade in a security tracking the S&P 500 set off a 
chain reaction across the markets leading to trades like the ones that affected  
P & G’s shares. However, rather than filling the normal role of a market maker and 
helping to stabilize the trading in the stock they were trading in, many of the firms 
that employ high-frequency trading as a strategy simply turned off the computers 
due to what they perceived as an event that was outside of the realm of the program 
that they had running. The absence of these computers led to a sharp contraction 
in the volume normally generated by these programs. The market maker was no 
longer there, and as buyers stepped away from the market to determine what was 
happening, sellers began to accept even lower ask prices to fill their trades. The entire 
“flash crash” event lasted less than 30 minutes, but it exposed how dependent the 
equity markets had become on high-frequency computer based trading to provide 
short term volume and liquidity.

The question that investors and regulators are asking is whether or not the risk of 
the high volume of high-frequency trading is worth the benefits of the volume and 
liquidity it creates. Was the volatility in August increased by computer programs 
extrapolating a trend and pushing it further than it would have normally gone?  
I believe so, because in some instances that is exactly how the firms that employ 
high-frequency trading strategies make money.

Whether any lasting harm was done because of that volatility remains to be seen; 
for all the volatility in the week of August 8, the Dow Jones finished down a mere 
125 points (1.37%) for the week as a whole, a relatively small change in view of the 
headlines and the subsequent volatility experienced during the week. I do however 
believe that this is a growing part of how Wall Street works and we should all be 
aware of exactly what is going on behind the scenes as we watch the swings in the 
markets going forward.   
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Recent Volatility and the 
Potential Impact of High-
Frequency Trading

B Y  B r i a n  m .  K i r K Pat r i c K  
The month of August brought with it periods of increased 
equity market volatility that was reminiscent of the 
tumultuous period after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008. During 
one week in August, the Dow Jones Industrial Average had intraday moves of 
520 points, 420 points, 625 points, 640 points and 542 points. These moves 
coincided with Standard and Poor’s downgrading U.S. credit ratings and 
renewed concerns over European debt issues. 

In the midst of this volatility, I was asked the question “What is driving these 
markets?” What I found other than the two main stories listed above was a 
good bit of rumbling about high-frequency traders and the impact of their 
computers on the markets. Computer-driven trading has been around for years 
as Wall Street firms have created highly complex algorithms to generate trades 
to exploit small perceived market anomalies and rebalance portfolios based 
on a wide range of inputs that the programs calculate daily. High-frequency 
trading has taken this process and has expanded it exponentially. Many now 
are concerned about the possible impact of this type of trading on the markets, 
especially during times of extreme volatility. This concern was brought public 
recently by the “flash crash” of May 6, 2010 when the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average fell 1,000 points in a matter of minutes, resulting in the second-largest 
intraday point swing and the largest one-day point decline in DJIA history.

High-frequency trading takes place in many forms. Now some estimates show 
as much as 60% of the daily volume on some exchanges coming from high-
frequency trading. One of the most prevalent forms of high-frequency trading 
is market making. In years past, the process of buying or selling a stock was 
transacted on the floor of one of the exchanges as the buyer would “bid” for the 
shares of the stock and the seller would “ask” for a price on the shares that they 
owned. A market maker stood in the middle of this process to match up buyers 
and sellers, while being paid the difference between the bid price and the ask 
price or “the spread”. In the high-frequency trading version of this process, 
the computer program will buy a stock and then sell it, making the difference 
between the bid and ask as a profit. The computers can generate an enormous 
volume of trades that serve to narrow the difference between the bid price and 
the ask price to a fraction of a penny. The increased volume of trades in the 
security also serves to raise the liquidity of those shares. Both of these results 
are favorable to participants in the markets. Some may say that this volume is 
all illusory, not really representing true buyers and sellers, but in the normal 
course of business these types of trades have been proven to be beneficial to the 
markets where they take place. Other types of high-frequency trading include 
ticker tape trading, where the computers mine huge volumes of data to identify 
trends or anomalies in prices that can be exploited: event arbitrage trading 
and numerous “low-latency” strategies where absolute speed is used to gain 
advantages in trading on tiny discrepancies in prices across different markets. 
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B r i d g e s  i n v e s t m e n t  m a n ag e m e n t,  i n c .  is a  
full-service investment management firm located in Omaha, Nebraska. 
Bridges Investment Management, Inc. traces its roots to 1945 when 
Marvin W. Bridges, Sr. became the first investment adviser in Nebraska 
and the 208th in the country to register under the Investment Advisers 
Act of 1940. The Firm is currently headed by Edson L. (Ted) Bridges III. 
The Firm’s clients include high net worth individuals, corporate retirement 
plans and charitable organizations. The Firm employs a growth oriented 
investment style which seeks to invest capital in companies that achieve 
above average returns on equity and earnings per share growth versus  
the S&P 500.

The Firm’s growth oriented equity investment philosophy is predicated 
on the principle that over the long term, strong company financial 
performance in the form of rising cash flow and earnings drives increasing 
equity valuations. The Firm relies on a veteran investment team that has  
an average industry experience of over 20 years, while enjoying a very  
low turnover rate of both clients and employees, which allows us to  
build quality long-term relationships. 

Contact Us
Phone: 402.397.4700 
toll Free: 1.800.939.8401
Fax: 402.397.8617

email:  
contact@bridgesinv.com 

mail:  
Bridges investment  
management, inc.
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